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A “trust in youth” challenge
1 In their rationale for “Young Shakespeare”, the 2015 Conference of Société Française
Shakespeare,  Dominique   Goy-Blanquet   and   François   Laroque   called   Shakespeare’s
works “a ‘trust in youth’ challenge.” 
2 The speakers met the challenge with papers (gathered here in their revised versions)
tackling   various   meanings   of   the   relation   between   Shakespeare   and   youth:   the
playwright’s own young age when he wrote some of his plays, but also the age of his
younger characters, for the two issues are often linked, as wells as the role a canonised
(but  not   fossilised,   far   from   it)  Shakespearean  corpus  can  play   for   today’s  youth  –
which shows that Shakespeare remains forever young.
3 Several interconnected themes emerge. Youth is considered to be a period of learning,
when   character   and   cognitive   faculties   are   not   fully   developed   yet   and   need
supervision from an adult to mature. Young characters are in a minority that can be a
trigger  for  comedy  (at  their  expense)  or  anxiety,  but  it  can  also   lead  them  to  rebel
against  the  established  order  by  making  fun  of  the  norms   imposed by  their  elders.
Likewise,   young   readers   are  often   taken   to   lack   the   skills  needed   to  understand
Shakespeare’s complex works and thus are sometimes offered versions that do not
meet their expectations or cater to their needs. Recent counter-examples have shown
that retelling the plays for a young audience can help reinvent the reception of those
revered  texts.  The  playwright’s  own  youth  when  he  composed  some  of  his  plays   is
equally ambiguous: seen in a teleological perspective that would look at the later plays
as the crowning achievement of his dramatic art, “young Shakespeare” might still be an
apprentice  whose  output   lacks  maturity…  Taking   into  account  the  time  needed   for
composition,  which   involves  processes  of   collaboration   and   revision,  but   also   the
conception  of  time  that   features   in  the  plays,  allows  to  question   interpretations  of
Shakespeare’s “evolution” that would be simplistic. 
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4 The relation of youth to maturity, between subordination and rebelliousness, opens up




they  can  help  build  a   fluid,   independent   identity,  always  redefining   itself   through
appropriation and even misappropriation. 
5 Those very codes can be intellectual or moral ones, but above all they refer to the live









would  be  Much  Ado  about  Nothing,  Chiari   invites  us   to  rethink  our   ideas  about   the















about  a  potential  half-sibling  born  of  his  mother  by  his  uncle,  with  whom  he  would
have to share his inheritance, is a thought-provoking perspective.
9 Edel Lamb studies Shakespeare’s Love’s Labour’s Lost and John Marston’s What You Will,
two  plays   in  which  young  boys  are  staged   in   learning  contexts.  She  analyses  how
gendered identities were shaped in Early Modern England but also, by focussing on the
status  of the  period’s young actors,  she  shows  how the  two  plays highlight  both  the
difficulties for boys to become adults and the talent necessary to play teenage roles.















between  Shakespeare’s   language  and  US  students’  everyday  preoccupations,  Bender
suggests using situations that are likely to strike a chord with today’s young people in
order  to  design  classroom  activities  aimed  at  developing  skills  that  are  as  necessary
today as they were in Shakespeare’s time: speaking eloquently, managing one’s money
efficiently, and controlling one’s sexuality.












15 Pierre Kapitaniak’s study of the webcomic Stick Figure Hamlet reveals another type of
adaptation  aimed  not  at  a  static  “youth”  but  at  an  audience  of  young  adults   fully
capable of appreciating the humour of its creator. Dan Carroll plays with visual codes
close to children’s drawings (with his stick figures), mixing them with codes from his
own  youth   (figures   from   the  Pac-Man  video  game).  As  Kapitaniak   shows,   from   its
financing   strategies   (through   crowdfunding)   to   its   broadcasting   means   (on   the
Internet), this work endorses a decisively “young” approach to adapting Shakespeare.
16 Marcia  Williams  has  authored  many  comic  books  in  which  she  retells  Shakespeare’s
plays,   imagining   them   staged   at   the   theatre   in   front   of   an   audience   of   curious,
fascinated   (and   sometimes  naughty)   spectators  with  whom  her  young   readers  can
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